SPP Dry-Fire Poster For Sale Now
Practice the SPP courses at home!
PEDIGREE: For

training new
shooters, coaches
agree this poster
teamed with a SIRT
laser trainer is
priceless.
SIRT CONNECTION:

Coaches Robin
Taylor and Rick
Leach (whose teams  Massive poster (60" by 36") lets you
are among the
practice moving target-to-target.
fastest in the
 All targets portrayed “as seen from the
country) make
shooting box.”
extensive use of dry
fire using this poster and SIRT laser trainers.
 Get hundreds, even thousands of “dry”
“That poster made a difference.
. .it really helped me figure out
the timing for each stage.”
Jordon Castro, first SPP athlete
to break the 40-second barrier.

repetitions at home.

TRAINING PHILOSOPHY

The root concept behind all dry-fire training is “Pavlovian conditioning.”
The self-preservation instinct that make us jump when a balloon pops must be overcome to shoot well.
Thankfully, what Taylor calls the 'monkey brain' is trainable.
“If you train your subconscious to believe guns go 'click' when you move the trigger, it stays calm,” says
Taylor. “Eventually your 'monkey brain' can experience a 'BANG' without flinching.”
IMPROVED SAFETY

Upgrading to a laser-training pistol removes almost ALL safety
concerns. Laser trainers should be treated like “real guns” for various
reasons, but an inert training pistol adds a layer of safety, and actually
IMPROVES the overall training experience.
REDUCED COSTS
Ammunition costs can crush a new shooter. Get the repetitions you need
without spending money for every one!

Laser-train safely in a bedroom!
COMPLETE LASER-MATCH SYSTEM!
Adding a webcam and “LASR” software creates a complete “Laser Match”
system. With it, you can shoot the entire SPP course FOR SCORE without
ever going to the range. (Details at www.nextleveltraining.com) Coaches
can record Laser-Match data to look at split times, string times, and other
metrics needed to tailor training to the individual student.

Poster Prices:

Large Target:

$24.95

Half-size Target: $9.95
www.taylorfreelance.com
Package Prices:

Already a key part of the kit used by National Champion teams, these
tools bring practice “home.” Get the repetitions and training time you need
to succeed.
Make the Laser-Match system part of your competitive arsenal today!

A portion of all proceeds go to support SPP!
Produced by Taylor Freelance, LLC, www.taylorfreelance.com (360) 391-1551

SIRT Performer and large
target:
$199.95
SIRT Perfomer, Target and
LASR software: $299.95
SIRT PRO and large
target:
$299.95
(Package discounts not available to
the public! CALL-IN SALES ONLY! Call
Next Level Training at 360-284-4215)

